
Updated on Dec 26th 2023  Resources on the website

a) Public pages

About DAX page: information about sessions, abbreviations in use, useful links
Blog - in the part called Education, Stories and Rants:  series of blogs like Learn and Invest
in Yourself, part #1 and #2, then #3 From Idea to Profit, then #4 Trader Development, and
others (about Patience, Regret, CFDs and Futures).
Examples - many examples of usage of M. NOTES and Zones charts, up to May 2020.
Working on Setups Gallery has ended making material for this page.

b) Subscribers only pages

IF NEW TO THIS SERVICE: check Rules and Principles page first.
DAILY DOSE OF DAX: Page for downloading MORNING NOTES and
Additional Charts. Also the place to find last couple of Recap
videos, and the Setups Gallery for the previous week.
Rules and Principles: Written and audio material about zones, rules
of thumb and my general principles.
Setups Gallery: With December 2023 - 48 months of trading
setups for Location Based Trading. That’s last FOUR YEARS - of

every single trading day covered, so pretty much every environment, volatility or situation is
there.
Educational videos page: Many videos there, like “Entries on a pullback”; “Stops and Stop
Placement”; “How to make S/R zones”; “My Favorite Trading Setups”, then some older ones
like “Where and  When to Entry”, video about Inventory Correction etc. Added in 2023:
“How to Catch a Pullback in Strong Trending Environment” - with the trade example;
“TIMING, SESSIONS and BEHAVIOR” video, with the list of usable timings as PDF file, and
“Morning Trading Routine” - a video with the steps to take before Xetra opens.
Members Archive page: Contains ALL Recap videos, and all previous M. NOTES and Charts
PDF files. On this page, there are now 100+ of so called POWER RECAPS - longer edition of
videos which are the ones covering more Technical Analyses and practical things in short
term trading. This library is just getting bigger in time.

----------
Any questions you have - ask them on the email - straydogtrading@gmail.com;  I am
answering all email on the day I receive them, and usually very quickly. This is not the case
only when I am on vacation (answering in the evenings).
About me page of the website is there for you to get to know me - who I am, and what I
trade.
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